Application of validated ultrasound indices to investigate erythrocyte aggregation in pigs. Preliminary in vivo results.
Although some studies concerning the ultrasound (US) characterization of erythrocyte aggregation reported in the literature have been conducted in vivo, none of them has led to quantitative indices. To achieve this objective, we first finalized a method on a hydrodynamic bench. Particularly, we define a kinetic protocol consisting of applying a 200 s(-1) shear rate followed up by a rapid decrease to reach a residual shear rate between 0 to 32 s(-1). From the backscattered intensity curve recorded all along the kinetic procedure, US dynamic parameters were defined and validated by correlation with reference laser indices obtained with the same model suspensions of erythrocytes (different concentrations of dextran 70 kD). A particular interesting behavior has been demonstrated when studying aggregation vs. the residual shear rate applied. The aim of the present study was to test the applicability of this aggregation kinetics protocol during in vivo investigations in pigs and possibly to recover the same aggregating behavior. The backscattered intensity was recorded all along the kinetic procedure as defined in vitro. Taking the derivative of the velocity profile recorded on 56 electronic windows, the shear rate was finely computed in the same measurement window where the backscattered intensity was calculated. Each US parameter could, therefore, be correlated with the residual shear rate corresponding to the same depth of measurement. We found that the blood aggregation behavior was identical to that observed in vitro. Apparently, a specific range of residual shear rates accelerates the activation of the aggregation process and the final aggregation level attained.